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COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS ON THE “NEXTGRID” GRID MODERNIZATION STUDY 

April 30, 2017 
 
Nuclear Energy Information Service, a 36-year old Chicago-based non-profit safe-energy advocacy and 
anti-nuclear organization welcomes the opportunity to submit the following comments to the ICC on its 
newly proposed “NextGrid” study.  Representing hundreds of Illinois ratepayer members, we look forward 
to being active participants throughout the process. 
 
We submit these initial comments for consideration, and are available to discuss them in more detail at 
your convenience. 
 
COMMENTS ON PREMISE AND SCOPE: 

1.) The “Energy Transformation”:  from What, to What? 
Throughout of debate over the recent Exelon bailout legislation, indeed beginning in late 2013, NEIS 
provided information to Illinois policy makers and legislators concerning the very notion of “energy 
transformation” taking place not just in Illinois, but internationally.  We provided examples of utilities in 
Europe already actively engaging in the process not of “transition,” which is gradual in nature, and perhaps 
more amenable to legislative changes and comfort zones; but to full-blown “transformation,” which is 
sometimes non-linear, disruptive (and sometimes outright displacing) of the status quo, radically different 
and quantum in nature.  These utilities were actively engaged already in moving away from the hundred-
year old, anachronistic model of the centralized, “big-box” powerplant generator, selling electrons over 
massive spider-web grids, using traditional extractive fuels  -- to more modern conceptualizations that 
emphasized maximizing energy efficiency and non-traditional renewable energy sources; greater use of 
distributed grids, power and generation; energy storage; and providing flexible energy services.  It would 
seem that – in spite of improvements in renewable energy and energy efficiency programs in the legislation 
-- policy makers were not up to understanding that the energy systems of the future would emphasize 
these characteristics; and instead opted to bail out Exelon, and soon may have to consider doing the same 
with coal and gas generators. 
 
We state this recent history to make several points: 

• There is an important distinction between “transition” and “transformation” that will need to be 
appreciated and reconciled throughout the workings of this study; 

• The ultimate decision makers receiving the final product of this working group are still very much 
focused on the short-term, siloed, crisis management approach to dealing with energy issues, and 
not “transformation”; and 

• Nothing we have seen in these recent policy and legislative decisions, and even in this proposed 
working group devotes any binding consideration on what we wish to “transform” our energy 
systems into.  In other words, “What is the end goal, and what specifically would it look like when 
complete?”  Perhaps that is the focus of a Round 2 of study; but that will certainly be 3+ years away 
at best, and will be affected by the decisions made on Round 1.  This begs Yogi Berra’s old warning 
that, ““If you don't know where you are going, you'll end up someplace else.” 
 

2.) Issues with Stated Assumptions: 
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Some of the text contained in the “Whereas” sections of the proposal are contestable.  We raise this point 
at the beginning of this process since accepting them at face value will certainly skew the avenues of 
investigation moving forward.  For example: 
 

• “Whereas #2” seems to laud the fact that the recently passed Exelon legislation “creates policy 
support for zero carbon emission baseload generation.”  While that may on its face be true to what 
happened in passing the legislation into law, there are many experts in the energy world today who 
have FOR YEARS been pointing out that the entire notion of “baseload generation” itself may soon 
be rendered obsolete by technology innovations (computerized grid control an dispatching, energy 
storage, and more efficient renewables, for example).  Supporting the wrong horse from the get go 
will certainly take you “someplace else.” 

• In setting up the work plan for this study, it would be wise not to blindly accept all the assertions in 
these “Whereas” statements, lest they also pre-determine outcomes without proper depth of study, 
or exclude others that would promise other and different results. 

 
 
COMMENTS ON PARTICIPATION: 

1.) Composition of Advisory “Team” of Stakeholders: 
The ICC identifies a list of likely stakeholders to include, “electric utilities, communities, and other 
stakeholders, including industry, academia, ratepayer and environmental advocates, “ among others.  This 
list – and even and expanded list – raises the issues of 1.) balance, and 2.) resource equity. 

• Balance: examining the witness slips from the House and Senate Energy Committee hearings on 
the Exelon bailout legislation will illustrate some of the difficulties and complexities surrounding this 
issue.  For example, “electric utilities” is a broad category, and nowhere precisely defined.  It 
became clear that Exelon’s interests were somewhat different from Dynegy’s or NRG’s, even 
though they are all generators.  Ditto ComEd and Ameren.  Will each entity provide its own inputs 
into this process individually? Or will there be “representatives” from each class of provider (i.e., 
generators, vs. distributors, etc.). 
 
Similarly, “environmental advocates” came in many stripes and sizes, and testified both for and 
against the legislation.  Some had primary expertise in energy efficiency, some in renewables, 
some (like NEIS) in nuclear concerns.  No one group possessed universal expertise in all of these 
areas.  The same question of inputs applies:  will each be allowed to provide inputs independently 
in their respective areas of expertise?  Or will they be artificially siloed into having a limited number 
of participants from the “enviro” silo?   
 
Again, just using these two groups of stakeholders as examples, it would be important that input 
from one group be sufficiently balanced by input from the other in the respective areas of expertise. 

• Resource Equity:  Clearly, some stakeholder groups will have access to much larger pools of 
money and expertise than others.  Yet, even using the list the ICC provides, it is clear ICC seeks to 
involve those stakeholder groups less well-endowed.  A grass-roots community group dealing with 
issues of distributed generation will have far fewer resources at its disposal than a utility like 
ComEd.  How this disparity is dealt with needs to be addressed.  Perhaps a granting process for 
groups below threshold levels of annual revenue could be established using state/private funding 
mechanisms.  This would enable them to access expert witnesses and other resources needed to 
meaningfully participate in this process. 
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2.) Facilitator 
While NEIS can certainly provide individuals with expertise in both the issues to be examined AND the 
skills for facilitation, we would like to make the general suggestion that the person selected not have a 
resumé that would suggest “conflict of interest” that might be perceived to or actually influence their abilities 
to act and make decisions regarding this process.  This would exclude people who have been previously or 
are currently employees of any Illinois electric utility, or interest that serves them. 
 
We would suggest involving expertise from the following: 
 

• Argonne National Laboratory 
• EPIC, at University of Chicago 
• Rocky Mountain Institute, Old Snowmass CO 
• Faculty experts from universities with Public Policy departments 

 
3.) Experts and Soliciting Their Expertise 

As we mentioned above, this process may at times require the input of outside expertise, solicited by either 
the facilitator or various stakeholder groups.  While the process the ICC lays out clearly states that, “the 
Illinois electric utilities will provide funding to support the work 
of the facilitator, including any necessary project management, meeting hosting, and expert assistance 
costs that the facilitator may require,”  no such support of any kind is provided for the many stakeholders 
and their purported important inputs into this process. 
 
As we stated above, we would suggest the creation of some kind of resource grant process, funded jointly 
by the State, utilities and private foundations of interest in the process, to which disadvantaged stakeholder 
organizations can apply to get funding for their expert witnesses and testimony. 
 
 
COMMENTS ON WORK PLAN AND TIMELINE: 

1.) Areas of Exploration 
Broadly speaking the following are topical categories some of which are mentioned in the various 
“Whereas” clauses of the ICC plan; some not: 
 

• Fact-finding in the following areas:  (not an inclusive list) 
o Investigation into other “NextGen” utility models already taking place internationally 
o Research into short and long-term viability, compatibility and desirability of the traditional 

“baseload” power utility model in an increasingly “distributed power” energy world 
o Viable technological innovations, short, intermediate and long-term; feasibility and projected 

impacts especially on existing generation assets 
o Negative impacts of legislatively rewarding traditional utility model approaches (e.g., vis 

subsidization, market distortions, etc.) on the ability to effect energy “transformation” 
o “Thought Experiment:” deciding on what kind of energy future systems we want to have 

functioning in the year 2030, and working backwards to the present to see what would be 
needed to implement it 

o Thorough exploration of the total cost of the “externalities” of current forms of energy 
generation and T&D; comparison to the impacts of non-traditional renewable energy and 
energy efficiency programs and systems;  and the impacts of these externalities (de facto 
subsidies) on implementing an alternative energy future 
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2.) A Proposed Work Plan Timeline 
NEIS could see the work timeline proceeding in the following manner: 

1. Months 1-6: general fact-finding; articulation of “utility of the future” concepts from the 
perspective of the stakeholder entities; research into existing “transformational” models taking 
place around the world; conduct statewide, open public meetings/hearings allowing for public 
input into the process; utilization of a “Google Doc” are for additional public input. 

2. Months 7-12:  establishment of “focus groups” dealing with topics distilled from the previous six 
months research, involving stakeholders interested in those respective areas; their purpose 
would be to share info, debate positions, attempt to arrive at consensus or at least identify areas 
of disagreement; summarize results at the end of the period; 

3. Months 13-15: Facilitator-led working Task Group synthesizes inputs from the previous 12 
months, by area investigated; completes Draft 1 of the Report. 

4. Months 16-18:  Final Report written, and presented to Legislature and Governor. 
 

*  *  *  * 
 
We thank you for the opportunity to submit this input.  NEIS wishes to be kept on the service list for 
updates, and listed as a “stakeholder” with nuclear expertise of 36 years. 
 


